Multiresolution 3-D range segmentation using focus cues.
This paper describes a novel system for computing a three-dimensional (3-D) range segmentation of an arbitrary visible scene using focus information. The process of range segmentation is divided into three steps: an initial range classification, a surface merging process, and a 3-D multiresolution range segmentation. First, range classification is performed to obtain quantized range estimates. The range classification is performed by analyzing focus cues within a Bayesian estimation framework. A combined energy functional measures the degree of focus and the Gibbs distribution of the class field. The range classification provides an initial range segmentation. Second, a statistical merging process is performed to merge the initial surface segments. This gives a range segmentation at a coarse resolution. Third, 3-D multiresolution range segmentation (3-D MRS) is performed to refine the range segmentation into finer resolutions. The proposed range segmentation method does not require initial depth estimates, it allows the analysis of scenes containing multiple objects, and it provides a rich description of the 3-D structure of a scene.